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I am lucky enough to start everyday with my fiance. We eat breakfast together, take our 2 dogs, 
Peanut Butter and Milo for a walk, and then we workout outside together. It’s getting pretty hot 
in the mornings, so we have been making sure to get them in before the sun comes out!  
 
Today my kindergarten team had our zoom meeting from 8-9. It’s always great to catch up with 
my team members. We discussed our learning plans for next week and made sure to have the 
packet materials in the google drive folder. Hoping to be off the stay at home order, we chatted 
about the different jobs we need to complete the last week of school. Cleaning out the tower 
garden, putting our classroom back together after pushing it aside for new carpet, and how 
some classrooms still need to be packed up to move to a new classroom.  
 
Right after our team meeting, I attended our school zoom meeting at 9. The internet was being 
goofy and it kept freezing, so I ended up just facetiming a co-worker and listening through 
there-- got to love technology! It was great to hear more information from Mrs. Krenkel. I’m 
thankful she always keeps us updated. 
 
Next, I recorded my lesson for the day. My fiance has this great app on his surface called, 
DrawBoard. It allows me to create powerpoints, export them 
into a PDF, and then draw on them. Just like I am using a 
white board or my Sharp board in the classroom. I use loom to 
record the screen as I teach and complete the activities. I 
download all my loom videos into iMOVIE on my Mac and edit 
the clips to create my lesson for the day. I then upload my 
video onto YouTube and give the link to my families through 
class dojo. This takes me about 1.5 hours every day. Today’s 
lesson is on weight. My students were challenged to create a 
scale at home using a hanger on a door knob, then to weigh 
different objects and see which one is heavier. I look forward 
to getting pictures of my students’ work everyday! :)  
 
I complete 3-5 individual zoom meetings with students 
everyday for 30 minutes. I zoom my whole class Monday 
through Friday 1-1:30 and Tuesdays and Thursdays again from 5:30-6.  This week I have been 
testing my kiddos on their sight words and teen numbers. Kindergarteners need to know 40 
sight words by the end of the year. I had my first meeting of the day at 10:30. I was blown away 
and so happy because she could read 32/40 sight words. I cheered her on as she read them 
and had the biggest smile. I teach my kiddos to spell the word and then read it, and she used 
that strategy for every word! I made sure to message her parents on class dojo and let them 
know how proud I was of her and thanked them for working so hard with her at home.  
 
I finished uploading my learning video on youtube after the meeting, then had another zoom 
meeting at 11:30. We chatted about our morning so far, and then went through our sight words 



and teen numbers. I followed up with the parent and gave her some hands on activities she 
could do to practice the sight words she did not know.  
 
At 12:00 I had my next meeting. Once again, chatted, sight words, teen numbers. He also 
showed me his pet bunny! It’s fun to meet all the family pets! 
 
I quickly ate lunch before my class meeting. Today I had a BLT without the T!  
 
From 1-1:30 we had our class zoom meeting. I consistently have the same 13 out of 17 kids on 
class zoom everyday. I always do the same lesson I post on youtube with my kiddos during our 
class zoom. So, we went through the weight lesson together. We always finish with sharing 
time. Today students’ shared things like, a boat made out of paper, a trolls doll, a picture of 
herself with Santa, and a baby brother. My kiddos love sharing their siblings! :)  
 
Next, I had 4 hours to get some work done before my next meeting! I found resources and 
created my powerpoint for tonight’s lesson and tomorrow’s lesson. A majority of my families 
speak Spanish at home, so it is hard for them to teach their kiddos the sight words when they do 
not know them either, so I created a youtube playlist of songs that include sight words my 
kiddos have been struggling with. I shared the playlist with my families so kiddos could practice 
more. It is amazing how easily kids remember sight words when they sing the songs! When we 
had the opportunity to go into our classrooms back in March I grabbed all my students’ work 
from throughout the year, so I have been working on creating a book for each student of all their 
lovely work they have done this year. I took some time to fill out my planner for all next week’s 
zoom meetings, lessons, and other jobs I plan to complete-- added lots of color and stickers to 
remind me to smile as well! I also sent emails out to family friends attaching kindergarten 
resources to use while teaching their own kiddos at home. 
 
At 5:30 we had our second class zoom meeting. I usually only have 2-3 kiddos during our 
evening meetings. We played a game reviewing our 
sight words. I shared my screen with the kids and 
went to Wheel of Names website. It lets you type in 
random words and then you can spin the wheel and 
it picks a winner! I wrote sight words in the wheel 
and then my kiddos took turns reading the sight 
word that was the winner! It was a fun and engaging 
way to practice sight words!  After our game I let the 
kiddos just talk to each other freely and share 
different toys. I love watching them giggle and share 
stories with each other.  
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